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2022 CONVENTION OPEN SESSION RESOLUTIONS 

 1  Compulsory Preferential Voting  Maryborough SEC 

  
That this Convention of the LNP supports the abolition of compulsory preferential voting in both State 
and Federal elections. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

2 North-West Queensland Special Economic Zone 
 

Traeger SEC SEC 

  

  
That this Convention of the LNP calls on the Federal Opposition to commit to a Special Economic Zone for 
the "Corridor of Growth", between Mount Isa and Townsville, and all adjoining LGAs to the north and 
south of this corridor. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

3 
  
Rural Fire Service Resources 
 

Policy Standing Committee (Public Safety 
Policy Committee) 

 

 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on the LNP State Opposition to condemn the Queensland Labor 
Government’s lack of investment in Rural Fire Service sheds and stations, and calls on a future LNP State 
Government to establish a Rural Fire Service Sheds and Stations Upgrade Program.   
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

4  Housing  LNPW and Toowoomba SEC  

 

 
Cognate: 
 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to prioritise partnerships in 
not-for-profit community housing projects and organisations, including the transfer of older housing 
stocks to community housing organisations for emergency accommodation. 
 
Toowoomba South SEC:  That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to 
prioritise partnerships in not-for-profit community housing projects and organisations. 
 
LNPW: That this convention of the LNP calls on the LNP Opposition to commit to increasing short term 
emergency accommodation for women and children who suffer from homelessness.  This can include 
the transfer of vacant older housing stocks to regional non-for-profit housing organisations. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  
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5  Tenancy Changes Toowoomba South SEC  

  

That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to reinstate the rights of 
property owners, allowing them to provide tenants on periodic leases, a notice to leave without 
grounds. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

6  Accessible Housing LNPW 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to prioritise a comprehensive 
and effective design for future public housing construction, to be cognisant of all levels of mobility. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

7 New Energy Rating  YLNP 

 

That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to reduce emissions in the 
construction industry by i) introducing an energy efficiency disclosure at point of sale and lease for all 
forthwith constructed properties; and ii) mandating that new homes be lifted to at least a 7-star energy 
rating standard. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  
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8 Removal of Legislative Barriers Kawana SEC / Petrie FDC / Redcliffe SEC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cognate:   
 
That this Convention of the LNP urges the LNP State and Federal Opposition teams to commit to the 
repeal of all legislation which prevents the construction of or operation of a nuclear fuel fabrication 
plant, a nuclear power plant, an enrichment plant, and/or a reprocessing facility. 
 
Kawana SEC :   
That this Convention of the LNP agrees In order to ensure that the Australian people are guaranteed a 
supply of electricity which is reliable, affordable and produces no emissions of CO2: The LNP should 
adopt the policy to repeal any Federal legislation which prohibits the construction or operation of 
nuclear power plants; so that nuclear power as a source of electricity can be assessed on its costs, 
benefits and safety against other technologies. 
 
 
Petrie FDC:  
That this Convention of the LNP agrees In order to ensure that the Australian people are guaranteed a 
supply of electricity which is reliable, affordable and produces no emissions of CO2: The LNP should 
adopt the policy to repeal any Federal legislation which prohibits the construction or operation of 
nuclear power plants; so that nuclear power as a source of electricity can be assessed on its costs, 
benefits and safety against other technologies. 
 
 
Redcliffe SEC:  
That this Convention of the LNP lobby the Queensland Government to repeal all legislation so that it 
authorises the construction or operation of the following nuclear installations: a nuclear fuel fabrication 
plant; a nuclear power plant; an enrichment plant; and a reprocessing facility. 
. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

9 Liquor Licencing Laws POLICY STANDING COMMITTEE (Small 
Business & Family Enterprise Committee) 

 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to investigate the extension of 
liquor licensing laws to enable independent grocery chains and small and family business to retail take-
away liquor. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

10  Nuclear Medicine Clayfield SEC 

  
 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on the Federal Opposition to support the Australian Radiation 
Protection and Nuclear Safety Act, and to call for amendment to the Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act to allow for nuclear power stations and continuation of nuclear medicine 
in Australia. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

11  Regional Australia Medical Placements 
 

 LNPW 
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That this Convention of the LNP calls on future LNP State and Federal Governments to address the 
shortage of doctors in Regional Australia through training and opportunities at university hospitals in 
Cairns, Townsville and Mackay, and at James Cook University.  
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

12  Legalisation of E-Cigarettes YLNP 

 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on the Federal Opposition to advocate for the legalisation of the 
import, sale, possession, and manufacturing of nicotine e-cigarettes and/or vapes in Australia. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

13  Legislative Changes to Ban Discrimination  Lytton SEC 

  

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to introduce legislation that 
makes it unlawful for any individual in a school or college, or as a condition of employment, membership 
or certification, to be subject to any discrimination based on race, colour, sex, or national origin. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

14 Patient Placement in Hospitals LNPW  

  
 
  

That this Convention of the LNP call on a future LNP State Government to review the triage procedure 
and appropriate ward allocation for women with pregnancy loss. 

 MOVED:    SECONED:   LOST/CARRIED  

15   Defence Spending  Oxley FDC 

 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future Federal Coalition Government to increase defence 
spending to 4% of GDP.     
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  
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16 National Emergency Medal 
Policy Standing Committee (Public 

Safety Committee) 

 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future Federal Coalition Government to amend the minimum 
duration of service required for eligibility for the National Emergency Medal, for the Queensland Floods 
2010-11 and Cyclone Yasi 2011, to align with other declared nationally significant emergencies such as 
Tropical Cyclone Debbie 2017 and Bushfires 2019-20. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

 17 Fuel Pricing  Maryborough SEC 

 
That this Convention of the LNP urges the Federal Opposition to call for a Senate inquiry into the pricing 
of fuel in Australia. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

18 Quarantine of Domestic Resources Maryborough SEC 

  
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future Federal Coalition Government to quarantine 
Australia’s requirements of oil, gas, iron ore, coal and uranium for domestic use before export; then 
sold to Australian companies at cost plus a realistic margin. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

19 Drink Spiking YLNP 

 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to reduce the incidence of 
drink spiking cases by i) amending 316A of the Criminal Code, ii) commissioning research to identify 
numbers affected, iii) encouraging agencies such as hospitals and police to keep a central database of 
cases, and iv) work with industry to promote drink safety education. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

20 Coal Group Petrie FDC 

 
That this Convention of the LNP call on the Federal Coalition to strongly object to the $2.5Billion 
takeover offer by Yankuang Energy of Yancoal Group. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  
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21 Single Women Advocacy Service 
 

LNPW 

  

 
That this Convention of the LNP call on a future LNP State Government to ensure that women who are 
suddenly single have the tools to navigate life administration matters such as, but not limited to home, 
car, superannuation and life insurance information; mobile phone use training; home and vehicle 
maintenance information.  
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

22 Criminalisation of Elder Abuse Currumbin SEC  

 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to introduce laws in 
Queensland to criminalise elder abuse/abuse toward vulnerable persons, similar to those recently 
enacted in the Australian Capital Territory under the Crimes (Offences against Vulnerable People) 
Legislation Amendment Act 2020 (ACT). 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

23 Definition of Women  Toowoomba North SEC 

 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on the Federal Opposition to support the amendment of the 
Commonwealth Sex Discrimination Act 2013 to remove confusion between sex and gender, thereby 
restoring a biological definition of man and woman and protecting the sex-based rights of biological 
women. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

24 Local Government Grievance Procedures LNPW   

 

That this Convention of the LNP calls on the LNP State Opposition to advocate for amendments to the 
Queensland Local Government Act 2009, to allow greater interaction between elected councillors and 
council officers, for full discovery and natural justice, in grievance procedures. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

25 Amendment of Criminal Code YLNP 

   
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to amend the Criminal Code to 
state that sexual consent is negated if there is an intentional misrepresentation of condom use. 
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 26 Affordable Children’s Contact Centres YLNP 

 

 
That this Convention of the LNP urges the Federal Opposition to continue its efforts to ensure children’s 
contact services are accessible and affordable for families, and that funding is increased for these 
services. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

27 Costings of Campaign Promises Moggill SEC 

 

That this Convention of the LNP calls on future LNP State and Federal Governments to legislate that all 
registered political parties submit a full policy platform for independent costing by the relevant 
Parliamentary Budget Office/Treasury Department, and that fully costed policy platforms are published 
at least seven clear days before pre-polling commences. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

28 Departmental Dashboards 
Policy Standing Committee (Small 

Business & Family Enterprise Committee) 

 
 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to introduce departmental 
outcomes reporting dashboards, with real-time data, to be publicly available. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

29 Offshoring Tax 
Policy Standing Committee (Small 

Business & Family Enterprise Committee) 

 That this Convention of the LNP calls on the LNP State Opposition to investigate the economic realities 
and viability of replacing Payroll Tax with an Offshoring Tax. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

30 Foreign Aid Linked to Infrastructure Bonney SEC 

   
  

That this Convention of the LNP calls on the Federal Opposition to develop policies with specific aid for 
the development of communications infrastructure in the Pacific. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

31 Birth Certificates for Still Born LNPW 
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That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to review procedures following a 
still birth in hospital of a baby gestation 16.9 weeks to 20 weeks and the eligibility for either 
commemorative certificate or a full birth certificate to be issued to the mother.  
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

32 Lifting of Income Limits for Pensioners Toowoomba North SEC 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on the Federal Opposition to develop and promote a policy that 
allows all pensioners to work and earn as much as they like without affecting their pension. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

33 Pumicestone Passage Waterway Caloundra SEC 

  
   
 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government, in its first term in office, to 
enact legislation to establish the Pumicestone Passage Catchment Waterway Authority, to manage the 
daily and long-term planning of the catchment. The Gold Coast Waterways Authority provides a 
precedent in powers and responsibilities, interaction with all levels of government, regular meetings with 
local residents to both inform and capture local knowledge, and encouraging citizen scientists from all 
age groups. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

34 Fire Ant Eradication  Clayfield SEC 

 That this Convention of the LNP urges the State Opposition to call for a Royal Commission into the failure 
of the Labor State Government's $700m Fire Ant Eradication Program. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

35 Regional Telecommunications Burdekin SEC 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls upon the Federal Opposition to advocate for improved 
telecommunications coverage in rural and regional Queensland. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

 36 QBBC Licencing Mt Ommaney SEC 
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That this Convention of the LNP calls on the State Opposition to advocate for an increase from $3300 to at 
least $6600 as the value of works required before a contractor needs a QBCC licence, and that the value 
of works requiring a homeowner to engage a QBBC licenced builder or to hold a QBCC owner builder's 
licence be increased from $10,000 to at least $20,000. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

37 Renewable Energy Subsidies Redlands SEC 

 
  

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future Federal Coalition Government to remove renewable 
energy subsidies for corporations. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

38 Government Vehicle Use of E10 Burdekin SEC 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to legislate that all government 
owned vehicles (including Government Owned Corporations) use E10 or other ethanol blended fuels. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

39  Government KPIs for Small Business 
Policy Standing Committee (Small 

Business & Family Enterprise Committee) 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to develop policy on the 
implementation of departmental reporting KPIs, which focus on positive outcomes for business, 
including new businesses, granting of licences, new revenue generated, as well as enforcement actions. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

 40 Overseas Development Assistance YLNP 

 
That this Convention of the LNP recognises the strategic and social importance of Overseas Development 
Assistance (ODA) and calls on the Federal Opposition to advocate for increasing Australia’s ODA to 0.5% 
of gross national income, with particular focus on the Indo-Pacific region. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

 41 School Science Curriculum LNPW 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to update the ACARA Science 
curriculum in state primary schools. 
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 42 Net Zero Bonney SEC 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on the State Opposition to commit to a policy of Net Zero by 2050 
prior to the 2024 state election. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

 43 Climate Change Redlands SEC 

 
 

That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future Coalition Federal Government to ensure opportunities 
for students to be fully informed about the Climate Change debate. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

44 Energy Policy Toowoomba North SEC 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on the Federal Opposition to develop energy and resources policies 
that prioritise economic strength and international security. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

 45 Enabling more Blood Donations YLNP 

 
 

That this Convention of the LNP calls for the removal of restrictions of men who have sex with men to 
donate blood, by urging the Australian Red Cross Lifeblood and Therapeutic Goods Administration to 
change their rules in favour of an individual risk assessment model. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

46   Minister for Regional Transport Toowoomba South SEC 

 That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to include the cabinet position of 
a Minister for Regional Transport and Roads. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

 47 Sunshine Coast Heavy Rail Caloundra SEC and Kawana SEC 
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COGNATE 
 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to commit to matching $1.6 
billion in federal funding for the Sunshine Coast heavy rail project, to deliver this infrastructure project 
before the 2032 Olympic Games. 
 
Caloundra SEC: That the LNP commits to matching the $1.6 billion in federal funding for the Sunshine 
Coast heavy rail project and delivering this region-changing infrastructure project before the 2032 
Olympic games. 
 
Kawana SEC: That this Convention of the LNP note and commends the former federal Liberal-National 
government on its Budget allocation of $1.6 billion to bring heavy passenger rail from Beerwah to 
Caloundra to Kawana to Maroochydore; and calls on the Albanese Labor government to honour that 
commitment, and on the Queensland Labor government to match the commitment to ensure that this 
region-changing infrastructure project is delivered before the 2032 Olympic and Paralympic Games. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

48 Water Infrastructure Toowoomba North SEC 

 
 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on the State Opposition to highlight the Queensland Government's 
lack of action constructing dams or the consideration of engineering proposals for the sustainable 
capture and storage of rain water and distribution of it to agricultural regions. 
 

    

49 Legislation of Agricultural Regions Burdekin SEC 

 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls upon the State and Federal Opposition teams to continue 
advocating the importance of agriculture and farmers, and develop policy which supports different 
farming methods across different geographical regions to ensure profitability and longevity of this critical 
industry. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

50 Crime Study Hervey Bay SEC 

  
 

That this Convention of the LNP calls on the State Opposition to research youth crime in the Wide Bay 
Region, to identify and define the demographics, causation and co-dependencies of the offenders that 
are underpinning the perceived escalation in youth crime. 

 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

51 Single Authority Liaison 
Policy Standing Committee (Small 

Business & Family Enterprise 
Committee) 
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That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to implement systems to ensure 
that a single authority be responsible for the enforcement of an issue, complaint or enforcement action 
for small business, and to organise engagement with other departments as needed. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

52 Premier's Social Media Accounts Toowoomba South SEC 

 That this Convention of the LNP urges the State Opposition to call on the Premier’s Office to establish 
social media accounts that belong to the Office of Premier to be used only for the purpose of governing.   

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

53 Training to Recognise DV issues Toowoomba South SEC 

  
   

That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to develop a policy which 
implements domestic and family violence awareness and reporting programs, as part of real estate 
training. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:    LOST/CARRIED 

54 Leichhardt Highway Central Region 

 That this Convention of the LNP calls on the Federal Opposition to advocate for the recognition of the 
Leichhardt Highway, Dululu to Goondiwindi, as a national highway. 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

55 Townsville to Mount Isa Rail Line Traeger SEC 

 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to commit to a Detailed 
Business Case for the staged upgrade to standard gauge railway line for the Townville to Mount Isa 
sector. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  
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56  North Queensland Highway Upgrade Mirani SEC 

 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government to build 5km per 100km of 
overtaking lanes North of Rockhampton per year. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

57  Bellbowrie Bridge Moggill SEC 

   
  

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on Brisbane City Council to undertake a pre-feasibility study on an 
all-vehicle bridge across the Brisbane River at Bellbowrie. 

 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

58 Hospital Board Appointments LNPW 

   
 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls for an elected LNP State Government to prioritise hospital board 
appointments in accordance with the Hospital and Health Board Act 2011. Members positions on the 
board are to be re-advertised in a prominent place, after a four-year term, in the interest that 
experienced health professionals and anyone with an interest in hospital administration in the broader 
community, can apply. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

59 Career Support for Women LNPW 

  
   

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls for a future LNP State Government to prioritise keeping mums and 
women engaged in their chosen career path with practical intellectual and emotional support.  With 
increased funding, career workshops can be delivered to Mum’s on maternity leave or Women on 
Carer's Leave, via Zoom or face to face meetings, facilitated by State non-for-profit organisations. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:   LOST/CARRIED  

60 Palliative Care Redcliffe SEC 

  
 

 
That this Convention of the LNP calls on a future LNP State Government support Palliative Care 
Queensland (PCQ) manifesto to see palliative care funded appropriately in Queensland so that all 
Queenslanders, irrespective of postcode, can access quality palliative care and end of life care. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:    LOST/CARRIED 
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61 National Park Areas Central Region  

 That this Convention of the LNP calls on the LNP State Opposition oppose any increase to existing land 
area and highlight the mismanagement and use of existing national parks. 

 MOVED:     SECONDED:    LOST/CARRIED 

62 Reef Regulations Burdekin SEC 

  
 

 
That this convention of the LNP calls on the LNP State Opposition to highlight the negative consequences 
of Labor's expensive Reef Regulations and to commit to the development of programs that recognises 
there is not a   "one size fits all" model of compliance and that basic elements such as qualified 
Compliance Officers are essential.    
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:    LOST/CARRIED 

63 Vegetation Management  Toowoomba North SEC 

 
 

 
That this Convention of the LNP put pressure on the Queensland Government to amend Vegetation 
Management Legislation to enable freehold and leasehold graziers to use Mulga scrub and other 
vegetation to feed their livestock and to enable them to clear introduced pest vegetation. 
 

 MOVED:    SECONDED:    LOST/CARRIED 

 


